Santa Rosa Softball Legal Bat List - 2023

If a bat appears on this list it is legal to use in league play. If a bat does not appear on this list it is not legal to use. If a bat has model number(s) in parentheses only those specific model numbers listed are legal to use. Any bat with composite materials are not legal.

Akadema
- X919SP

Anderson
- Flex Tech (blue or green bat, 2020)
- Ignite
- KSP
- Pyrotech (PTSP)
- SPA Nanotech Launchpad

Bombat
- Daddario
- Hollow Point
- Johnny Ice

Catapult
- C405

Debeer
- Chicago 16
- Clincher Silver (1510C)
- Icon
- New York 12

DeMarini
- Bruiser
- Dark DKS-13
- Deemoo
- Defiance
- Destroyer
- Nitro
- Raw Steel (DXRAW, WTDXRAW12, WTDXRAW13, WTDXRAW14, WTDXSTL16, WTDXSTL18, WTDXSTL19, STL18, STL20, WTXXSTL16, STL22)
- Ultimate Weapon (WTDXUWE, WTDXUWE18, WTDXUWE2634-22, WTDXUWE18)
- Uprising (WTDXUPS, WDB2238)
- Vengeance
- Wire
- Windy City (WTDXWCS)

Dudley
- Assault
- Assault II

Easton (continued)
- Ronin (SP17RAU, SP21RA)
- SK20
- S300 (SP14S300, SP16S300)
- S50 (SP14S50, SP16S50)
- S500 (SP14S500, SP16S500)
- Salvo Scandium (SP12 SVS, SP15 SVS)
- Smoke
- Spectre
- Triple 777 (SC77, SZ77)
- Triple 8 (SZ800)
- Typhoon SK50

Louisville Slugger
- Advanced (BF5B)
- Air Attack II (SB18)
- Dynasty (SB406, SB75P)
- Gamer
- Louisville Slugger (SB3, SB9, SB10, SB19, SB21, SB21E, SB21EC, SB21EK, SB23, SB31)
- Momentum
- Response Power Dome (SB504)
- Samurai (SB77S)
- Silver Slugger (SB40)
- Slash
- Solo Slugger (WBL24710101727)
- TPS (3433W, TPS4330S)
- TPS Armour (SB12A, SBAXA)
- TPS Gold (Any)
- TPS Grand Slam (SB87GS)
- TPS Warrior (SB12W, SB76W, SB55W, SBXW)
- Vapor (SBVA15U)

MacGregor
- X10SB

Nike
- Aero Launch
- Aero Show
- Aero Venom
- Battaboom
- Black Powder
- Bomber (RTB)
- Hawk
- Ignitor
- Keystone
- Powder Show (BT0044)
- Swoosh
- Venom

Powerflite
- Aerodynamic
- JA7ERC
- JA7JG
- Scandium
- Super 950
- TSS
- WSC

Powerhouse
- SSK
- Troy Brumbalow
- Xtreme

Rawlings
- Ambush
- Elite
- Fuel
- Ion
- Liquidmetal 2 (FPLM2)
- Paramount
- Powerforged
- Recon
- Select
- The Bull

Rip-It
- Prototype 98
- Reaper (Model #5, Model #8)

Steele’s
- Blue
- Laserflex
- Storm
- XLT

Toledo
- Buzzsaw
- Inferno
- Nitroglycerin

Wilson
- Beast

Worth
- Amp (SBAMP, SBAMPV, SBAMPX, WB5amp, WAMP, WAMP4)
- Amp Matte, Amp Alloy WWCAMP
- Blade (WBSB)
- Insanity (ALXSBBW)
- Legit (SB1GWS)
- Mayhem Slowpitch (SBMSWA, RETMAY, WCNMA)
- MG46
- Powercell
- Powercell VT
- Power Zone
- Prodigy 7505
- Reload SBRLD
- Revolver
- Silencer
- Supercell
- Supercell VT (c405)
- Toxic (SBTXA)
- Ultraflex
- Warpath
- Whiplash Insanity (W4SB7, WBSB7)
- Wicked (SB2W0, WWS405)

***CHECK OTHER SIDE***

If you find a new Single Wall non-composite aluminum bat that is not on this list please e-mail the Manufacturer and Model Number of the bat to softball@srcity.org
CAN'T FIND MODEL NUMBER FOR THESE ONES BUT THEY ARE LEGAL

Easton HAMMER Slowpitch Softball Bat, Power Loaded, 12 In Barrel, Approved for All Fields

**Design:**
- **DESIGNED FOR ADULTS PLAYING RECREATIONAL AND COMPETITIVE SLOWPITCH SOFTBALL.**
- **Economic line.**
- **High performance.**
- **POWER LOADED DESIGN for more power.**
- **Optimised for performance.**

**Features:**
- **DESIGNED FOR ADULTS PLAYING RECREATIONAL AND COMPETITIVE SLOWPITCH SOFTBALL.**
- **Economic line.**
- **High performance.**
- **POWER LOADED DESIGN for more power.**
- **Optimised for performance.**

**Specifications:**
- **Barrel:** 12 in
- **Design:** Power Loaded
- **Construction:** Aluminum

**Performance:**
- **Powerful hit.**
- **Optimised for performance.**

**Approved for:**
- **ASA/USA**
- **ISF, USSSA, NSA, ISA**